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FIN7 spearphishing campaign targets SEC filings

FireEye researchers spotted a spear phishing campaign targeting United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings at various organizations.

“This stuff is cool, and I’m sure most would rather plug the holes, but don’t fool yourself, it’s a setback for counterterrorism,” commented John Hultquist, threat intelligence manager for the cybersecurity firm FireEye (FEYE, +0.53%).
Our perspective

Victim Intelligence: What data are actors stealing?

Adversarial Intelligence: What malware is being sold in the underground?

Global sensor network: How broad is this spear-phishing campaign?
Managed Defense

Industry-recognized LEADER
- 2019 MITRE ATT&CK EDR Solution Winner
- 2019 Forrester Wave: Cybersecurity IR
- 2018 Forrester Wave: External Threat Intel
- 2018 IDC: U.S. Incident Readiness, Response and Resiliency

8+
8+ years providing Managed Detection & Response (MDR) protection

Global workforce of personnel and four Security Operations Centers

Cutting-edge threat intelligence informed by frontline adversary exposure and internal research

Portfolio of services to provide industry-leading MDR services to the widest range of customers

Cyber security services enabled by purpose-built technology

Backed by advanced threat researchers leveraging cutting edge detection techniques

Mandiant DNA – Managed Defense provides overnight and weekends IR coverage

700
frontline cyber security experts

99.8%
validated compromises without requiring IR

4M
endpoints monitored through managed defense

10M
threat actor personas tracked
Mandiant Consulting Services

Denver Office
- Full Suite of Consulting Capabilities (IR, Pen Test, Program Build, IR, Malware, etc.)
- Several dozen full time consultants
- Highlights:
  - 7 time author and Harvard Professor
  - Producer of the biggest Red-team tool set in a decade
  - Machine Learning expert driving intelligence and malware detection
  - Writers of our Incident Response courses
  - And much more!
Questions?

Please Engage FireEye and our Large Team of Local Consultants